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● Motivation
–The Standard Solar Model- Low energy solar 

neutrino flux and its impact on solar luminosity.
● eBubbles 
● Simulations and Results
● Where to go from here



  

Standard Solar Model



  

So what's an eBubble? 

• In gases like Neon, free electrons 
experience a repulsive force due to 
the Pauli Exclusion principle.  

• very low mobility
• Acts like an ion, and subject to 

thermal diffusion laws.

• Under an applied electric field, a 
bubble moves very slowly.

• All of these properties combine to 
allow us to image the electron's 
track in 3 dimensions. 



  

eBubble basics

● Cryogen Chamber
–Filled with cryogenic 

neon and hydrogen
● Gas Electron 

Multiplier
● Readout Camera



  



  



  

A Typical Event

● Neutrino enters fiducial 
volume

● Interacts with a Gas 
Molecule
– Eventually use critical density 

Neon with a Hydrogen dopant.

● scattered Electron- further 
ionize along path

–Drifted towards readout 
plane.

● Electron enters GEM

● Track is imaged. 



  

Diffusion

● Nernst-Einstein Equation
● Describes thermal diffusion

–Gives us two experimental handles, allows us to 
control the amount of diffusion, allowing us to 
reconstruct the z component of the track.



  

Gain 101

● The signals we're looking at are very small, 
and therefore we need something to amplify 
our signal. But we need to make sure the 
amplification is proportional. 

● One electron goes in, a whole (proportional) 
mess of them come out. 
–Excitations
–Ionizations



  

Gas Electron Multipliers



  



  

Toy model for gain in Ne and H mixture
Impact Ionization: e + Ne -> Ne+ + 2e- 

Excitation: e + Ne -> Ne** + e
  De-excitation: Ne** -> Ne* + γ

Recombination: Ne+  + e -> Ne + γ
Penning Ionization: Nem + H2-> Ne + H2

++ e
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300-650nm

450-580nm

350-450nm

400-600nm

250-400nm, 680-
1100nm

77K, 3 atmospheres, 10 g/l, 99.99% Neon, 0.01% Hydrogen



  

 Simulation Packages

● Magboltz
–Used to simulate the conditions of the gas 

mixture under various experimental conditions.- 
when interfaced with Garfield

● Garfield
–Both are standard simulations, but eBubble is 

unique in its goal to measure light production.



  

Garfield Simulation Results



  

Garfield Simulation Results

● Single GEM, single electron 
avalanche as a function of the 
voltage across the gem. Each 
line represents a different 
pressure, from 1 to 9 
atmospheres. 99.9% Neon, 0.1% 
Hydrogen.

● Shows the pure number of 
electrons produced in an 
avalanche. 

● As pressure (and therefore 
density) increases, the voltage 
needed to get the same amount 
of gain increases.



  

Garfield Simulation Results
● Single GEM, single electron 

avalanche as a function of the 
voltage across the gem. Each 
line represents a different 
pressure, from 1 to 9 
atmospheres. 99.9% Neon, 0.1% 
Hydrogen

● Shows the ratio of 2P1 
excitations (basically photons) to 
gain electrons. 

● As density increases, the ratio of 
photons to electrons plateau at 
around 30%.

● So why do the Simulation 
results differ by 70% from the 
experimental results?



  

Garfield Simulation Results

● Single GEM, single electron avalanche 
as a function of the voltage across the 
gem. Each line represents a different 
penning efficiency rate, from 10 to 30 %. 
5 atmospheres, 20 C, 99.9% Neon, 0.1% 
Hydrogen

● Shows the number of gain electrons 
produced.

● Shows no appreciable difference between 
different penning efficiency rates.

● We know experimentally that the 
addition of the Hydrogen dopant makes 
a difference in the amount of gain, but 
the simulation does not account for this.



  

65 total possible reactions 
between Neon and Hydrogen, 
each with its own cross-section. 



  

 OK, so where do we go from here?
We have the beginnings of a simulation of our readout, where one 

has never existed before.
But simulations of Light Production in a GEM avalanche need to be 

extended to correctly account for all excitations and ionizations. 
We have a model that does handle penning correctly, a kinematic 

model based on the long list of 65 possible equations.
Now we need to interface the two programs, so that they can work 

together to accurately simulate our readout.

Then the simulation will be tuned to our room temperature 
measurements where they were designed to run.

And the final step is to extend these simulations to deal correctly 
with our eventual experimental conditions, Neon and Hydrogen at 
45 K, and 26 atmospheres, a density of 438 g/l. 

Then we measure some flux. 
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